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Abstract 

What determines selection of the most cost effective parameters of hard rock surface mining is consideration 
of all alternative variants of mine design and the conflicting effect of their parameters on cost. Consideration 
could be realized based on the mathematical model of the cumulative influence of rockmass and mine design 
variables on the overall cost per ton of the hard rock drilled, blasted, hauled and primary crushed. Available 
works on the topic mostly dwelt on four processes of hard rock surface mining separately. This paper dwells 
on the theoretical part of a research proposed to enhance effectiveness in the selection of the parameters of 
hard rock surface mining design based on the regression model of overall cost per tonne of the rock mined fit 
on the determinant variations of rockmass and mine design. The regression model could be developed based 
on the statistical data generated by many of the hard rock surface mines operating in variable conditions of 
rockmass and mine design worldwide. Also, a regression model based general algorithm has been formulated 
for the development of software and computer aided selection of the most cost effective parameters of hard 
rock surface mining. 
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1. Introduction  
 
Hard rock surface mining produces most of the metal 
ores and construction rock aggregates mined from shal-
low deposits using explosives in rock fragmentation and 
trucks for the mine haulage. It is a mining system of in-
terdependently functioning parameters of mining design 
in rock drilling, blasting, haulage and primary crushing 
[1,2]. Most of these parameters have several variants 
which are applicable and most of them exhibiting varia-
ble levels of conflicting effect on the costs per tonne of 
the rock mined in drilling, blasting, hauling and primary 
crushing in any class of rockmass parameters. The de-
sired effectiveness of such a system could only be 
achieved from the selection of mining design parameters 
which are most fit in given class of rockmass parameters 
and well marched in accordance to their functional and/ 
production capabilities to deliver the minimum overall 
cost per tonne of the rock mined. 

The most cost effective parameters of the system could 
be established based on the mathematical model of the 
cumulative influence of rockmass and mining design 
variations on the overall cost per ton of the rock mined in 
drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing. 

Most of the models available for the selection of hard 
rock surface mining parameters dwell on the subpro-
cesses of drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing 
separately and don’t consider all alternative variants and 
the cumulative effect of all determinant variables on ef-
fectiveness [3-13]. Desired model could be developed as 
the regression model of overall cost per ton of rock 
mined in drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing 
fit on the rockmass and mining design variations of hard 
rock surface mining using the huge data generated by 
many of the hard rock surface mines operating in varia-
ble conditions of rockmass and mine design worldwide. 
A general algorithm could be formulated based on the 
regression model of overall cost for development of the 
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software required for computer aided comparison of va-
riants and selection of the most cost effective parameters 
of hard rock surface mining.  

Therefore, aim in this paper is to formulate the theo-
retical basis for the development of a regression model of 
overall cost per tonne of the rock mined fit on the rock-
mass and mining design variations of hard rock surface 
mining worldwide and the general algorithm for devel-
opment of software required for the computer aided 
comparison of variants and selection of the most cost 
effective parameters of drilling, blasting, hauling and 
primary crushing in any rockmass conditions of hard 
rock surface mining. 
 
2. Assessment of Hard Rock Surface Mining  

Cost 

2.1. Formulation of Regression Model 

The cost of hard rock surface mining could be stated as 
the overall cost per ton of the rock mined and assessed 
based on the regression model of the overall cost per 
tonne of rock mined fit on the rockmass and mining de-
sign variations of hard rock surface mining in drilling, 
blasting, haulage and primary crushing illustrated on (1). 
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Vector of the regulated mine design variables 
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—The overall 

cost per ton of the rock mined in given vectors of rock-
mass and mining design variables; 

 1  ;  F B X
 

;  2  ;  F B X
 

;  3  ;  F B X
 

 and  

 4  ;  F B X
 

—Sub costs per ton of the rock mined in gi- 

ven vectors of rockmass and mining design variables in 
drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing respec-
tively. 

2.2. The Determinant Variables  

The cost effect of hard rock surface mining is mostly 
affected by the parameters of rockmass and mining de-
sign. The most important of these parameters are listed 
on Table 1.  

The effect of mine design variables such as hole di-
ameter, powder factor, production capacity or size of 
equipment on the costs per ton of the rock mined in 
drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing in any 
class of rockmass variables is conflicting as described 

below:  

2.2.1. Powder Factor 
The intensification of rock fragmentation achievable from 
increased powder factor is also associated with decreased 
costs in loading, hauling and primary crushing and in-
creased costs on the increased consumption of explosive 
and meters to drill [12].  

2.2.2. Hole Diameter 
Increased hole diameter is also associated with decreased 
costs on the decreased meters to drill and the enhanced 
performance of explosive and increased costs on loading, 
hauling and primary crushing of the coarse fragmented 
rock products [12].  
 
2.2.3. Size of Equipment 
Increased size of equipment is also associated with de-
creased labour cost on handling the decreased number of 
equipment. Also, increased size of loading equipment, 
haul truck and primary crusher means the possibility of 
using large diameter holes which are associated with 
decreased costs on the decreased meters to drill and the 
enhanced performance of explosive and increased costs 
on secondary blasting, loading, hauling and primary 
crushing of the coarse fragmented rock products [12,13]. 
The increased number of equipment achieved from size 
reduction could also be associated with the increased or 
decreased cost resulting from increased or decreased 
system reliability. 

The conflicting effect described above, requires selec-
tion of the most cost effective parameters of hard rock 
surface mining to be carried out based on the regression 
model of the cumulative influence of the variables of 
rockmass and mining design on the overall cost per ton 
of the rock mined in the comparative assessment of va-
riants and selection of the most cost effective variant of 
hard rock surface mining in any class of rockmass para-
meters. 

2.3. Development of Regression Model 

The regression model of the cumulative effect of rock-
mass and mining design variables on the overall cost per 
ton of the rock mined given on (1) could be developed 
from the huge statistical data of costs in drilling 

1mF  blasting 2mF , haulage 3mF and primary 4mF  vs. 
the parameters of rockmass mb


 and mining design mx


 

generated from 1, maxm m  worldwide operating hard  
rock surface mines. Data analysis in the generation of 
regression model could be carried out using one of the 
suitable among the available standard statistical correla-
tion—Regression analysis software.  
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Table 1. The determinant variables of cost in hard rock surface mining. 

Name of Vector Alterative Variables 

Rockmass B


 1  B —Compressive rock strength, paM ; 2B —Tensile rock strength, paM ; 3B —Rock bending 

(shear) strength, paM ; 4B —Rock density, 3
T

m
; 5B —Rock jointing.  

Mining design X


 

 

Mining Parameters 

1X —Mine depth, m ; 2X —Bench height, m ; 3X —Mine capacity, 
3m

y . 

 Drilling Parameters 

4X —Drilling method; 5X —Number of drills; 6X —Hole diameter, mm ; 7X —Hole length, m ; 

8X —Hole inclination 0, . 

 Basting Parameters 

9X —Type of explosive; 10X —Relative strength of explosive; 11X —Charge diameter, mm ; 

12X —Detonation velocity of explosive, m
s ; 13X —Powder factor, 3

k
m

; 14X —Burden at bench 

toe, m ; 15X —Subdrilling, m ; 16X —Hole spacing, m ; 17X —Row spacing, m ; 

18X —Stemming height, m ; 19X —Charge design; 20X —Number of rows per blast; 21X —Initiation 

system; 22X —Delay interval, ms ; 23X —Volume of rock blasted per blast, 3 310 m . 

 Mine loading and hauling 

24X —Type of loader; 25X —Loader bucket size, 3m ; 26X —Number of loaders; 27X —Truck size, 
3m  or T ; 28X —Number of trucks; 29X —Haulage distance, m  or km . 

 Primary crushing 

30X —Type of primary crusher; 31X —Location of primary crusher; 32X —Number of primary crush-

ers; 33X —Grizzly width of primary crusher, m . 

 

3. Selection of the Parameters of Mining 
Design 

Selection of the parameters of a hard rock surface mining 
design is based on the regression model of overall cost 
which could be developed as described above, the para-  
meters of rockmass design of the mine and the alterna-
tive parameters of mining design for the mine. 
 
3.1. Determinant Parameters  
 
3.1.1. Rockmass Parameters 
Most often, the parameters of rockmass design mb


 

which affect the overall cost of hard rock surface mining 
are different from one mine to the other. Therefore, the  

parameters of rockmass design        1,  6gjgb jb 


 are  

the first inputs in the regression model of cost based se-
lection of the parameters of a hard rock surface mining 
design. 
 
3.1.2. Mine Design Parameters 
Most of the parameters of mining design mx


 have sev-

eral alternative parameters ( 33; 1, )
i

m mij mnxx x i j x  
 

 

which are applicable (with different levels of effective-
ness) for hard rock surface mining in any class of rock-
mass design and determined by site geometry, mine size 

and environmental and organizational conditions of the 
mine. All the alternative parameters of mining design in 
any class of rockmass design are the second inputs in the 
regression model of cost based selection of the parame-  
ters of hard rock surface mining design. 
 
3.2. Alternative Variants of Mine Design 
 
Alternative variant of a mining design in given class of 
rockmass design mb


is any combination of one alterna-

tive parameter from each of the    1,  33mi iX  va-
riables of mining design. The maximum number of al-
ternative variants of mining design mmxn which could be 
obtained from all different combinations of the alterna-
tive parameters from all variables of mining design is the 
third input in the regression model of cost based selec-
tion of the parameters hard rock surface mining design 
and established using (2). Not all alternative variants are 
operational. The number of operational alternative va-
riants of a mining design mnxn   which is obtained from 
all operational combinations of the alternative parame-
ters of mining design in given class of rockmass design 
is calculated using (3). 

33

1
mmx min nx                (2) 

mmx
mn x mn x

n n n


               (3) 
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where: minx —Number of the alternative parameters of 
mining design for the thi  variable of mining design in 
given class of rockmass design; mnxn

 —Number of 
non-operational alternative variants of mining design 
which is obtained from all non-operational combinations 
of the alternative parameters of mining design. A matrix 
of the non-operational alternative variants of mining de-
sign is the fourth input in the regression model of cost 
based selection of the parameters of hard rock surface 
mining design. 

3.3. Mathematical Formulation of Problem 

The mathematical formulation of problem in the regres-
sion model based comparison of the alternative variants 
of hard rock surface mining 

mn x
n   and selection of the  

most cost effective parameters of mining design 

 1,33om omix ix  


 corresponding to the variant of least 

cost per tonne of the rock mined TmminC  in given para-

meters of rockmass design  1,6m mjb b j 


 is des- 

cribed on (4) and (5) 

om Tmminx C


≌                 (4) 

 
1

min ;
is ns

Tmin is m mk
is

C xF b




 
 

          (5) 

where: isF —Cost per tonne of the rock mined per each 

of the 1, ( 4)is ns   sub-systems of drilling, blasting, 

hauling and primary crushing in hard rock surface min-
ing;  1,mk mnxx nk  


—Possible variants of mining de-

sign in given class of rockmass design  

 1,6m mjb b j 


. 

3.4. The General Algorithm of Analysis and  
Selection  

The algorithm of analysis and selection of the most cost 
effective parameters of hard rock surface mining design 

 1,33om omix x i 


 in given parameters of rockmass 
design  1,6m mjb b j 


 is developed based on the 

developed regression model of overall cost per ton of 
rock mined in drilling, blasting, hauling and primary 
crushing fit on the rockmass and mining design varia-
tions of hard rock surface mining described on (1); ma-
trix of alternative parameters of mining design 
    1,  33;    1,mk mik mmxx i kx n  


, in given parame-  

ters of rockmass design; matrix of the non-operational 
variants of the alternative variants of mining design  
and the mathematical formulation of problem in the 
analysis and selection of the most cost effective parame-

ters of hard rock surface mining described on (4) and (5). 
The algorithm operates in accordance to the following 

points: 
1) Formation of data base. 
2) First variant of hard rock surface mining design is 

formed: mix


. 
3) Calculation of the overall cost per ton of the rock 

mined in drilling, blasting, hauling and primary crushing 
using formula described on (1).  

4) Execution of procedures in the selection of variant 
and parameters of mining design corresponding to the 
minimum overall cost per tonne of the rock mined. 

5) The next variant of the alternative variants of hard 
rock surface mining design is formed. Procedures of as-
sessment, comparison and selection of the most cost ef-
fective variant and parameters of hard rock surface min-
ing are repeated. Computation ends when the operational 
alternative variants of hard rock surface mining design 
are all covered in the selection process. 

The block scheme of algorithm for the comparison of 
the operational alternative variants and generation of the 
most cost effective variant and parameters of hard rock 
surface mining design in given class of rockmass design 
is illustrated on appendix.  
 
4. Conclusions and Recommendations  

The main parameters of rockmass and mining design that 
affect the overall cost per tonne of the rock drilled, 
blasted, hauled and primary crushed have been identified, 
enabling the formulation of theory for the development 
of a mathematical model of their cumulative impact on 
the cost effectiveness of hard rock surface mining. De-
velopment of the regression model of overall cost fit on 
the rockmass and mining design variations of hard rock 
surface mining worldwide has been described, enabling 
the planning of data collection and development of the 
model. The regression model of overall cost based gen-
eral algorithm has been formulated, enabling the devel-
opment of software for the computer aided analysis and 
selection of the most cost effective parameters of hard 
rock surface mining in any class of rockmass parameters.  

Realization of the theory described above should al-
ways enable implementation of the most progressive 
systems approach methodology in the assessment of all 
alternative variants and selection of the most cost effec-
tive parameters of hard rock surface mining in any class 
of rockmass parameters.  
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Appendix  
 
The algorithm of analysis and selection of the most cost effective parameters of hard rock surface 
mining. 
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